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MORE THAN 
A DESKTOP PHONE
Raven fuses the best from all the phones you 
know. The familiar form of desktop phone, SIM 
card and smart features of your smartphone and 
even generous touchscreen of your tablet.

RAVEN THINKS ABOUT YOU
What you know and like on your smartphone, it is all in the Raven.

Intuitive touch control, applications and synchronization.  
Latest trends brought to your desk, ready for office use.

DESIGNED TO IMPRESS
The elegant curves of the phone are inspired by 
proud raven‘s silhouette and brought to life using 
state-of-the-art technologies.

The deep black surface is smooth and the phone 
looks sleek all the way round.

SIMPLE YET POWERFUL
Large buttons are right where you would expect them. 
As you have used a phone before, you already know how 
to use the Raven.

MADE FOR OFFICE
Raven is the natural centerpoint of your office. It gives you the relieving 
perspective over your day and helps you get tasks done.

Raven’s integrated camera and sensitive microphone were made for 
videoconferencing.

Google Play provides applications for any kind of business and allows you to 
fit Raven to your specific needs.

Raven synchronizes contacts and other important data with your 
mobile, maintaining one set of always up-to-date data across Microsoft and 
Google ecosystems.

READY FOR HEAVY DUTY
The Raven can be remotely managed and fits strict 
security policies with remote lock and wipe available.

Utilize the power of Android and get Raven integrated 
into your business by your IT department or any 
Android developer.

Heavy callers will be glad to find support for their 
favorite headsets and EHS.



RAVEN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Android 4.2.2

Mobile network 850/900/1800/1900 MHz, HSDPA 900/2100 MHz
Screen 8-inch (1280 × 768) multitouch

Videoconferencing 0.3 Mpx Front camera, Speaker, Microphone
WiFi 802.11 bgn

Bluetooth 4.0
Memory 1 GB RAM, 4 GB + microSD up to 32 GB

Processor Quad-core A31S 1.0 GHz
Headset support EHS DHSG standard, Bluetooth

Advanced call functions Caller ID, Mute, Hold, Conference Call, Call Waiting, Call Divert, Explicit Call Transfer
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